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WOlfgANg PeTriTsCh 

STATE CAPTURE, CITIZEN PROTESTS 
AND THE EUROPEAN UNION. HOW 
TO EXIT THE BOSNIAN QUAGMIRE 

GLOBAL CHANGES - LOCAL IMPACT

 To talk about the Western Balkans today is to talk about the seismic geopolitical 
shifts in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. The region - still very much a securi-
ty recipient - is deeply affected by the twin challenges of the Ukraine crisis and the 
escalating events in Syria and Iraq, triggered by the self-styled Islamic State (IS). 
The gridlocked state building processes in the Western Balkans - particularly Bos-
nia and the FYROMacedonia seem to be in a reverse mode - are easy prey for the 
revisionist politics of Putin’s Russia and Erdogan’s neo-Ottoman forays. The ripple 
effects from Syria/Iraq - the Euro - Jihadi temptation for youngsters across the 
continent - have deepened the long-lasting socio-economic malaise in the region.

Take Bosnia and Herzegovina: While the Serb-dominated Bosnian entity Re-
publika Srpska is both economically and financially ever more dependent on Mos-
cow (whose spoiler strategy against the EU works well in the Balkans), Ankara, 
in spite of its mounting problems in its southern neighbourhood, is increasing 
its economic engagement in the region and deepening its political footprint in 
Bosnia. Typically, it has decided to delve into domestic politics. A rather small yet 
significant example: Turkey’s governing party has funded this year’s presidential 
election campaign of Bakir Izetbegovic’s SDA, the leading Muslim party.

AND WHERE IS THE EU?

The May 2014 elections to the European Parliament, the Juncker Commission 
and a new High Representative for Foreign and Security Policy, whose first task 
will be to reform the EU’s neighbourhood policy – including its ill-devised “East-
ern Dimension” –, provide Europe with the renewed opportunity to get it right this 
time. Will Mr Juncker and Ms Mogherini live up to these expectations?
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Considering the unprecedented geopolitical challenges on Europe’s eastern and 
southern borderlines, the “Bosnia project” - cast at the crossroads of those two 
theatres of conflict- warrants a fresh and comprehensive approach indeed. 

The European Union’s mission in Sarajevo -the largest worldwide- will soon get 
a new leadership. Considering its lacklustre role since its inception there is ample 
room for performance enhancement. It is to be hoped that the new Head of Mis-
sion will be backed up politically by Brussels and by the leading member states like 
Germany, Italy or the UK. 

There is one important lesson to be heeded: A policy for and with Bosnia has to 
resolutely depart from its long established methodical orthodoxy - still dominat-
ed by outdated paradigms of counter-intuitive conditionality and misunderstood 
local ownership- and move forward to institutional functionality, financial afford-
ability and empowerment of civic stakeholders. After many trials and errors on the 
part of the International Community, whose Bosnia engagement over the years is 
nevertheless commendable, a European re-set with the aim to arrest the ongoing 
disintegration of Bosnia is warranted.

Consequently, the “Dayton approach” has to be replaced by an unambiguous 
and forward leaning EU strategy. The many levels of governance, the petrified 
ethnic cleavages, are the main drivers in Bosnia’s dismal economic performance. 
In order to move towards candidate status, Bosnia needs state structures fit to 
coordinate its sub-levels, the two semi-autonomous entities and the Federation’s 
ten cantons plus Brcko. In turn, European inaction, camouflaged by “strategic pa-
tience”, is unsustainable. 

Let’s be clear: A dismantled Bosnia - plit along ethnic lines - would spell trouble 
and further weaken the already weak political and social cohesion of the whole 
region.

Not to forget: The US-led Dayton strategy of 1995 was, inter alia, to forge a 
decentralized yet unified state of Bosnia and Herzegovina in order to forestall the 
prospect an idle and potentially destabilizing Muslim statelet in the middle of Eu-
rope.

THE DOMESTIC SCENE

After twenty years of massive external intervention - military, humanitarian, 
economic, political alike - which in turn led to local dependency and political pro-
crastination, the seemingly surprising outburst of civic protest in February 2014 
- under the watchful eyes of OHR and EU - could arguably become a cross-ethnic 
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game changer in the ongoing struggle for peace, prosperity and security in Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. 

The slogan “Gladni smo na tri jezika – We are hungry in three languages” describes 
the Bosnia quagmire well. It is, however, too early to assess the lasting impact 
of this violent outburst on the country’s future. Will the mostly Western funded 
NGO community and the proponents of the newly established Forum movement 
get together and form a stronger civic force? 

While the October 2014 elections were still old style, the big question is, will an 
invigorated civic movement become politically active in next year’s local elections?

Whatever the outcome, it is time to draw some conclusions from the public out-
cry, which echoes across imposed ethnic divides and has for the first time in years 
put the so-called political elite in a temporary state of stupor.

After Tuzla, Sarajevo, Mostar and Banja Luka and the other venues of grass roots 
protests, will Bosnia ever be the same? A young generation of activists - still a 
mostly urban minority - has started to communicate in “one language”. They have 
spoken out against the ingrained “politics of fear” and for a new beginning in di-
vided Bosnia by addressing the bread and butter issues of their country. However, 
will they succeed in their quest for a united democratic country? A very readable 
book - Unbribable Bosnia. The Fight for the Commons (edited by Damir Arsenije-
vić, Nomos, 2014) - collecting essays by activists and leading intellectuals, is a first 
attempt at tackling the issue of civic stateless in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

The “state capture” by Bosnia’s leading politicians, the cosy and corrupted re-
lationship of politics and business, the partisan grip on local media and public 
broadcasters, the twisted election law - all these mutually reinforcing factors make 
it rather unlikely that there will be much democratic change post-October 2014.

I vividly remember how I used to remind the war weary citizens that there seems 
to be only one real unifying element in this otherwise split country -and this is 
“siromastvo”, widespread poverty. Whatever the ethnic background, Bosniacs, 
Croats, Serbs and - famously - the “Dayton-Others”, life was equally bad for most 
of them.

My appeal back then to the local politicians was to give up their rhetoric of hate 
and exclusion and unite in the work for the common public good. 

Not much has changed in the past dozen years, I must admit. On the contrary 
citizens appear to be help - and hopeless.
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Thus, chances are for even more radical civic protests if no sensible perspective 
is been put forward.

A RE-SET FOR BOSNIA

The EU therefore needs to realise that more of the same is not an option. 

It is not about a disingenuous “pause” in enlargement -who would ever believe 
that within five years any of the candidates would be ready? So let’s apply the 
longue durée-approach and think in terms of consolidation of the “EU space” in 
Europe’s south-eastern corner. 

To be sure, such a re-set is not about “more” or “less” intervention and tutelage, 
more or less “ownership”, as the polarizing discourse went over too many years. 

It will be up to the EU to squarely set the reform agenda. 

This has to start with reversing the domestic institutional roll-back of the past six 
or so years. Such efforts need to prioritize state level responsibilities in such areas 
as EU-coordination, foreign trade or regulatory matters, to name but a few.

The focus has to turn to how to achieve real and sustained progress in consoli-
dating the state and make the much-touted “European perspective” real.

 
The EU High Representative for External and Security Affairs along with the 

Commission and the newly appointed Commissioner, Austrian “Gio” Hahn, 
whose envelope includes the European Neighbourhood Policy plus enlargement, 
will have to put the European Union’s West Balkan policy on a “political” and 
more assertive footing. To bring the regional economic dimension to the fore - as 
the reinvigorated Regional Cooperation Council (RCC) is intent to do - to insert a 
competitive element amongst the regional candidates. Establish a transparent and 
comparative framework of criteria and benchmarks. The road to Brussels has to 
become more palpable for the people.

DOMESTIC REFORM AND EUROPEAN COMMITMENT 

Two issues stand out:

1. The reform of the dysfunctional political system 

The EU’s prime task has to be to assist Bosnia and Herzegovina to become a 
functioning state: democratic, European and in the service of its citizens. 
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One caveat: undoubtedly, the Dayton Constitution will eventually have to be 
amended. This presupposes a modicum of common purpose amongst any future 
leadership. However, do not start with yet another Constitutional reform exercise; 
it will most likely fail again. Instead, propose a combination of top down/grass 
roots approaches; support a broad public discourse about the affordability and 
feasibility of the state and its too many layers of governance. 

Because of its multi-ethnic make-up and its war legacy, Bosnia needs a decen-
tralized yet lean and efficient – i.e. pared down – governance structure. Post-war 
Dayton’s effort to square the ethnic-civic circle needs to be replaced by a political 
system fit for Europe. There is no place in this part of Europe for separatist fief-
doms or “frozen conflicts” - they heat up faster than we would like.

One major domestic stumbling block: In spite of its hollow pro-European rheto-
ric, an increasing number of politicians from the region do not any longer want to 
join the EU system of rule-based checks and balances, of administrative transpar-
ency and political responsibility. 

At the core of Bosnia’s quagmire is the realisation that to join Europe seriously 
endangers its overblown clientelist politics. Politicians in Bosnia (and in its neigh-
bourhood, to be clear) have long since realised that a swift move of their countries 
towards the EU would severely curtail their public status and ill-gained fortunes.

Simply put the fate of former Croatian Prime Minister Ivo Sanader -put behind 
bars by an emboldened judiciary- has led them to reconsider their European call.

 
A critical domestic public along with supporters of a sovereign Bosnia and Her-

zegovina have to ask themselves: 

- Who needs four levels of governance along with 170 “Ministers” and close to 
800 “Lawmakers”, in a country of merely 3,8 million inhabitants? 

- Why should those few who regularly pay taxes - along with international donors 
and creditors - fund a notoriously inefficient bureaucracy? 

The scandalous political non-performance to help the victims of this year’s ter-
rible floods that destroyed most of what was rebuilt after the war of 1992-95, is a 
dramatic case in point of Bosnia’s inept politics. Urgently needed foreign medical 
supply -just one example of too many- was stuck at some border crossing for more 
than a week because of a petty conflict over local competencies.

While too many local authorities are stuck in bureaucratic mishmash and in-
capable to help, affected businesses are receiving EU assistance; so far, some 460 
Bosnian SMEs have applied for recovery grants.
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While the EU was quick to make funds available for battered Bosnia, the bigger 
picture must not be left aside.

2. A comprehensive “Future Bosnia” plan

Even 20 years after the end of the hostilities, Bosnia and Herzegovina remains a 
special case. It still is the weakest link in the West Balkan chain of states; and will 
remain so for a long time. It thus warrants continued attention.

Only recently the EU has taken the initiative to launch a “Compact for Growth 
and Jobs” to tackle unemployment and corruption, including yet another justice 
sector reform. A commendable initiative. But more needs to be done.

It is to be hoped that the so-called Berlin Process, initiated by Federal Chancellor 
Merkel, will bring the regional leaders to engage more systematically in this joint 
endeavour.

This fresh approach needs to be ambitious. Nothing less than a coordinated po-
litical, economic and social re-launch, based on the critical assessment of 20 years 
of state building is needed. 

Important achievements need to be recognized:
- Yes, there was no resumption of war, many refugees and IDPs were able to 

return, property rights were enforced, the reconstruction of the physical infra-
structure and the creation of basic institutional structures – including SSR – have 
survived the general backslide since 2006. But Bosnia is still very much an unfin-
ished state.

Arguably more important for a re-start is to recall what has not or only partly 
worked:

- Bosnia and Herzegovina is more than ever separated by self-serving and cor-
rupted politics, reinforced by deep popular mistrust; no Bosnian-wide coordina-
tion mechanisms to speak of exists.

- Justice Sector Reform: A compromised rule of law legacy continues to hamper 
any development and needs urgent attention.

- Education Reform: The “two schools under one roof”- policy is an educational 
and societal time bomb. 

- Economy/Business: A phony privatisation scheme has early on destroyed in the 
most “uncreative” way what was left by the war. The financial and economic cri-
sis has done away with the rest. Here the EU can help to manage a turnaround.

Such a “Future Bosnia” plan has to be devised between local reform forces and 
the EU, with support from the US. Over the past two decades practically every as-
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pect of what needs to be reformed in the public domain has been analysed by local 
reformers and international stakeholders alike. There is thus no shortage of ideas, 
concepts and proposals. Everybody seems to know which changes are necessary, 
but nobody does it. 

Funds, a real concern in this age of diminished financial expectations, are not 
the issue; consider this: Only last year alone, Bosnia lost 45 million Euro, which 
is almost half of available IPA funds, due to the government’s inability to fulfil 
longstanding legislative commitments. Participation in IPA II was cancelled by the 
Commission; hundreds of EU-millions are in jeopardy for the period 2014-2020.

Perversely, non-compliance with the so-called “5 plus 2 conditionality” has so 
far rewarded the political elite with the standstill that serves them so well. 

There is urgent need for a serious remake of the EU’s conditionality policy. 

Another example: since neighbouring Croatia joined the EU in 2013, Bosnia’s 
agricultural exports to its most important trading partner came to a screeching 
halt. In spite of years to bring the phyto-sanitary and veterinary laws and regula-
tions up to EU standards, the Government was simply incapable to agree. Bosnia’s 
economy is again loosing because its irresponsible politicians would rather incrim-
inate each other than do what they are elected to do – legislate and implement; 
reform and create a favourable business environment.

There are considerable funds and opportunities around; what is missing is the 
political will to put them to work. 

PRIORITY BOSNIA

These two measures -jointly executed- pre-suppose a serious change of strategy; 
two points stand out:

First, Bosnia has to again become a European priority. Under the leadership of 
Brussels and supported by neighbours and friends like Germany, Italy and Austria, 
the new Government, once in place, will have to commit to the most urgent tasks 
that the country confronts.

Will the new/old leadership get it?

I am afraid, real change will only come to Bosnia when a new generation of 
policy makers and civic activists take charge. The old elites - many politically ac-
tive since the war times - have lost confidence. It would be best to admit that they 
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have abysmally failed their constituency and draw the proper consequences. The 
post-election period might be a good occasion for those who bear the most re-
sponsibility for Bosnia’s disaster to simply leave politics. They would do the coun-
try and its citizens a last big favour.

Generational change seems to be the only way to turn the country around.

Citizens - professionals and academics, decent and committed politicians (there 
are quite a few around!) - need to take “samoodgovornost” seriously; the February 
2014 protests are a stern writing on the wall.

There is hope left, that an assertive civic leadership will soon be in place – with 
a common vision for Bosnia, yet realistic in its demands; reaching across perceived 
ethnic divides, open to all who are willing and ready to invest time and effort in 
rebuilding their country.

Second, the so-called International Community - which has lost its interest in 
Bosnia long ago - has to realize, that its successful humanitarian intervention of 
the 1990s has run its course. In order to secure the Dayton “acquis”, rather, what 
is left from it, a relaunch is needed. Some 20 years after the end of the Bosnian 
war, new domestic and European institutional structures have to replace the Day-
ton set-up, its civilian implementing arm, the Office of the High Representative 
(OHR) included. How can we allow for temporary organisations, set up to robustly 
lead the country out of the war zone, to be still around; operationally incapacitated 
and in competition with the EUSR, a drastically reduced team, personally commit-
ted but politically irrelevant, where its Steering Board has become easy prey of the 
new Cold War. Russia now refuses to even sign up to the “European perspective” 
of Bosnia.

Consequently, the international civilian presence has become part of the prob-
lem, rather than the solution that it was until 2006. While SFOR successfully trans-
formed into EUFOR, the civilian part of Dayton implementation is stuck in a time 
bubble. 

“Europeanisation” and “EU Membership Building” are the key words for a fu-
ture, much leaner and more adequate presence. 

Rather than for an unrealistic, even undesirable “Dayton II” we need to aim for 
“Bosnia and Herzegovina I”.

Together we have to be realistic and demand the impossible:
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The new EU leadership, led by an invigorated European Council, with the US as 
the indispensable partner, mentored by European stakeholders like Germany and 
regional neighbours, have to unite and give a comprehensive effort fresh impetus.

 
In view of the unprecedented geopolitical challenges, it is in the very interest of 

Europe that Bosnia be brought on an irreversible path towards EU membership. 
Clearly, accession cannot happen tomorrow; it will take a long, very long time. 
What is urgently needed is a tangible process, a European roadmap.

This journey has to start immediately – supported by many civic voices but in 
one language.

Cambridge, Harvard University, October 2014
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